A general multi-terminal source code and a general multi-terminal channel code are presented. Constrained-randomnumber generators with sparse matrices, which are building blocks for the code construction, are used in the construction of both encoders and decoders. Achievable regions for source coding and channel coding are derived in terms of entropy functions, where the capacity region for channel coding provides an alternative to the region of [Somekh-Baruch and Verdú, ISIT2006].
I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we consider the problems of multi-terminal source coding ( Fig. 1 ) and channel coding (Fig. 2 ). First, we construct a code for correlated sources and derive an achievable region. Our setting extends separate coding for correlated sources [1] [11] [18] . Next, we use the source code to construct a code for a general single-hop multi-terminal channel, which includes multiple-access channels [5] [6] [19] and broadcast channels [4] [8] [10] . We derive multi-letter characterized capacity regions for these problems by showing that they are achievable with the constructed codes. Our capacity region for the channel coding is specified in terms of entropy functions and provides an alternative to the region derived in [20] . It should be noted that, when auxiliary random variables are assumed to be independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.), our region provides the best known single-letter characterized achievable regions for i.i.d. channels. Throughout this paper, we use the information spectrum method introduced in [7] , and we do not assume such conditions as consistency, stationarity and ergodicity. Let P(·) denote the probability of an event. We assume that the base 
II. CONSTRUCTION OF SOURCE CODE
We introduce the single-hop multi-terminal source coding problem illustrated in Fig. 1 . This code is used to construct a channel code.
For an index set S of messages and an index set J of decoders, let
For each s ∈ S and n ∈ N, let Z n s be the alphabet of a message Z n s . For each j ∈ J and n ∈ N, let Y n j be the alphabet of side information Y n j available for the j-th decoder. It should be noted that we assume that Z n s is a finite set but Y n is allowed to be an infinite or continuous set.
For each s ∈ S and n ∈ N, let F s,n : Z n s → C s,n be the s-th (possibly stochastic) encoding function, where C s,n is the set of all codewords. Let C s,n ≡ F s,n (Z n s ) be the codeword of the s-th encoder. For each j ∈ J , let D j be the index set of codewords available for the j-th decoder, which is also the index set of messages reproduced by the decoder, where D j ⊂ S. Let C Dj ,n ≡ {C s,n } s∈Dj be the set of codewords available for the j-th decoder, Ψ j,n : [
s be the j-th (possibly stochastic) decoding function, and Z n Dj ≡ Ψ j,n (C Dj ,n ) be the reproduction of messages by the j-th decoder. For each j ∈ J and s ∈ D j , let Z n j,s be the reproduction of the s-th message by the j-th decoder. We expect Z n j,s = Z n s for all j ∈ J and s ∈ D j with a small error probability by letting n be sufficiently large. Let Z n DJ ≡ { Z n j,s } j∈J ,s∈Dj be the random variable of all reproductions. We call a rate vector
where the joint distribution of (Z n S , C S,n , Y n J , Z n DJ ) is given as 
for every (j, D ′ j ) satisfying j ∈ J and ∅ ̸ = D ′ j ⊂ D j . Then we have the following theorem, which is a generalization of the results presented in [ . For each s ∈ S, a source Z n s is encoded by using a deterministic function f s : Z n s → C s,n , where we omit the dependence of f s on n and r s = log(|C s,n |)/n represents the encoding rate of the s-th message. We can use a sparse matrix to represent a linear function f s by assuming that Z n s is an n-dimensional linear space on a finite field.
Let c s ∈ C s,n be the s-th codeword. For each j ∈ J , the decoder generates Z n Dj by using a constrained-random-number generator with a distribution given as
for a given codeword c Dj ≡ {c s } s∈Dj and side information
It should be noted that the constrained-random-number generator is sufficient to achieve the fundamental limit. When sources are memoryless, tractable approximation algorithms for a constrained-random-number generator summarized in [15] are available. While the maximum a posteriori probability decoder is optimal, it may not be tractable. Decoding error probability
) .
Then we have the following theorem, which concludes the
The proof is given in the extended version [16, Appendix E] .
Then there is a set of functions (sparse matrices) f S such that Error(f S ) ≤ δ for any δ > 0 and all sufficiently large n.
III. CONSTRUCTION OF CHANNEL CODE

A. General Formulas for Capacity Region
Let S be the index set of multiple messages, I be the index set of channel inputs, and J be the index set of channel outputs. A general channel is characterized by a sequence {µ Y n J |X n I } ∞ n=1 of conditional distributions, where X n I ≡ {X n i } i∈I is a set of random variables of multiple channel inputs, and Y n J ≡ {Y n j } j∈J is a set of random variables of multiple channel outputs. For each i ∈ I and n ∈ N, let X n i be the alphabet of random variable X n i . For each j ∈ J and n ∈ N, let Y n j be the alphabet of random variable Y n j . For each s ∈ S and n ∈ N, let M s,n be a random variable of the s-th message subject to the uniform distribution on an alphabet M s,n . We assume that {M s,n } s∈S are mutually independent. For each i ∈ I, let S i be the index set of sources available for the i-th encoder, where S i ⊂ S. The i-th encoder generates the channel input X n i from the set of messages M Si,n ≡ {M s,n } s∈Si . For each j ∈ J , let D j be the index set of messages reproduced by the j-th decoder, where D j ⊂ S. The j-th decoder receives the channel output Y n j and reproduces a set of messages M Dj ,n ≡ { M j,s,n } s∈Dj , where M j,s,n ∈ M s,n is the s-th message reproduced by the j-th encoder. We expect that M j,s,n = M s,n with a small error probability for all j ∈ J and s ∈ D j by letting n be sufficiently large.
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where
, and the joint distribution of (M S,n , X n I , Y n J , M DJ ,n ) is given as 
for all (s, j, D ′ j ) satisfying s ∈ S, j ∈ J , and ∅ ̸ = D ′ j ⊂ D j , where the joint distribution of (Z n S , X n I , Y n J ) is given as
It should be noted that we can eliminate {r s } s∈S from the above conditions by employing the Fourier-Motzkin method [3, Appendix D]. We show the following theorem, which is a generalization of the result presented in [13] .
Remark 1:
The capacity region of this type of channel is derived in [20] as the set of all {R s } s∈S that satisfy
where I(U ; V ) denotes the spectral inf-mutual information rate. It should be noted that Theorem 3 provides an alternative capacity region to that derived in [20] .
The where S is the disjoint union of {S i } i∈I . We have the following theorem, where the code construction is given in Section III-B.
Theorem 4: Assume that S is the disjoint union of {S i } i∈I , that is, S = ∪ i∈I S i and S i ∩ S i ′ = ∅ for all i ̸ = i ′ . Let R channel ITD be defined as the set of all {R s } s∈S satisfying the condition that there are the random variables {Z s } s∈S and positive numbers {r s } s∈S satisfying (7), (8) 
for all (s, i,
Then we have R channel OP ⊃ R channel ITD . Next, by letting S = I, |S i | = 1, and Z n i = X n i for each i ∈ I, we have the following corollary of Theorem 4. 
We reduce the scenario of multiple common messages for the channel µ Y n S |X n I to the scenario for a channel µ Y n S |Z n S in which the s-th input terminal has access to a single message M s,n .
Since conditions (7)-(9) depend only on the joint distribution of (Z S , Y J ), we can apply Corollary 5 to the channel µ Y n J |Z n S defined by (13) . We have the fact that there is a code 
B. Code Construction
This section introduces a channel code for the proof of Theorem 4. The idea for the code is drawn from [13] [14] .
For a pair of correlated sources (Z S , Y J ), we use the multi-terminal source code introduced in Section II, where f s is the s-th deterministic encoder and Z n Dj is the output of the jth stochastic decoder. Let r s = log(|Imf s |)/n be the encoding rate of the s-th encoder and Error(f S ) be the decoding error of this code. It should be noted that it is unnecessary for Error(f S ) to be close to zero.
For each s ∈ S and n, let g s : Z n s → M s,n be a function, where R s ≡ log(|M s,n |)/n represents the rate of the s-th message. We can use a sparse matrix as a function g s by assuming that Z n s is an n-dimensional linear space on a finite field. Let c s ∈ C s,n be a vector that is generated at random subject to the distribution {µ Z n s (C fs (c s ))} cs∈Imfs . We can obtain c s by generating z s ∈ Z n s at random subject to the distribution µ Z n s and letting c s ≡ f s (z s ). In addition to f S ≡ {f s } s∈S , we fix a set of functions g S ≡ {g s } s∈S and a set of vectors c S ≡ {c s } s∈S so that they are available for constructing an encoder and a decoder. For each i ∈ I, the i-th encoder uses f Si , g Si , and c Si . For each j ∈ J , the j-th decoder uses c Dj and g Dj as well as the decoder of source code, where f Dj is used implicitly. We fix the probability distributions {µ Z n S i } i∈I and conditional probability distributions {µ X n
Here, we define a constrained-random-number generator, which is used by the i-th encoder. Let Z n i be a random variable corresponding to the distribution
We define the i-th encoder Φ i,n : M Si,n → X n i and the j-th decoder Ψ j,n : Y n j → M Dj ,n as 
for all (i, S ′ i ) satisfying i ∈ I and ∅ ̸ = S ′ i ⊂ S i . Then for any δ > 0 and all sufficiently large n there are functions (sparse matrices) g S and vectors c S such that Error(f S , g S , c S ) ≤ Error(f S ) + δ.
Immediately from Theorems 2 and 6, we have Theorem 4.
IV. APPLICATION TO MULTIPLE ACCESS CHANNEL
In this section, we apply code construction to a multiple access channel, where S ≡ {0, 1, 2}, I ≡ {1, 2}, S i ≡ {0, i} for each i ∈ I, J ≡ {0}, and D 0 ≡ {1, 2}. This setting corresponds to the situation that the first and the second encoder have access to the 0-th message. In the following, 
where the joint distribution of (Z n S , X n I , Y n ) is given by (10) . Here, let us assume that a multiple access channel is i.i.d. given by a conditional distribution µ Y |X1X2 . In addition, let us assume that (Z 0 , Z 1 , Z 2 , X 1 , X 2 ) are i.i.d. sources given by the distributions µ Z0 , µ Z1 , µ Z2 , µ X1|Z0Z1 , and µ X2|Z0Z2 . By employing the Fourier-Motzkin method [3, Appendix D] to eliminate {r s } s∈S , we have following equivalent conditions for (R 0 , R 1 , R 2 ) as
where we use the fact that Z 0 , Z 1 , and Z 2 are mutually independent. By making the convex closure after the union over all i.i.d. distributions µ Z0 , µ Z1 , µ Z2 , µ X1|Z0Z1 , and µ X2|Z0Z2 , we have the region equivalent to that derived in [5] . It is shown in [5] that this region is equivalent to the region derived in [19] specified by the conditions
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where the joint distribution of (U, X 1 , X 2 , Y ) is given as
V. APPLICATION TO BROADCAST CHANNEL
In this section, we apply code construction to a broadcast channel, where I ≡ {0}, S ≡ S 0 ≡ {0, 1, 2}, J ≡ {1, 2}, and D j ≡ {0, j} for each j ∈ J . This setting corresponds to the situation that both decoders reproduce the 0-th message. In the following, we denote X ≡ X 0 , X n ≡ X n 0 , and x ≡ x 0 . From Theorem 4, we have an achievable region of all {R s } s∈S such that there are Z S and {r s } s∈S satisfying
where the joint distribution of (Z n S , X n , Y n J ) is given by (12) .
Here, let us assume that a broadcast channel is i.i.d. given by a conditional distribution µ Y0Y1|X . In addition, let us assume that (X, Z 0 , Z 1 , Z 2 ) are i.i.d. sources given by the distribution µ XZ0Z1Z3 . By employing the Fourier-Motzkin method [3, Appendix D] to eliminate {r s } s∈S and remove redundant conditions, we have an inner region of R channel OP specified by the following conditions for (R 0 , R 1 , R 2 ) as
By making the convex closure after the union over all i.i.d. distributions µ XZ0Z1Z3 , we have the fact that this region is equivalent to the Marton inner region [2, Problem 16.10 (c)] specified by the conditions
where the equivalence comes from the result presented in [12] . It should be noted that this region is also equivalent to the Gel'fand-Pinsker region [4] specified by inequalities (17), (20) , and
and the Liang-Kramer-Poor region [9] specified by inequalities (15) , and (18)- (20) .
